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The new meme coin Thug Life is getting a lot of attention from the cryptocurrency community. It
pulls together various strands of the continuing meme currency craze, such as fan-favorite memes
and an urge for investors to ‘thug up’ and hold crypto.

 

The $THUG token for Thug Life is currently in presale, and many people are speculating if it will
become the next viral meme coin. Our Thug Life price analysis will consider both the near- and long-
term prospects of the $THUG token.
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What is Thug Life?
 

New meme coin Thug Life hopes to capitalize on the success of Pepe, the SpongeBob Token, and
ArbDoge AI. The project has raised over $830,000 in less than 10 days thanks to the presale of its
$THUG coin.

 

The investment pitch from Thug Life is “thug up.” That is, the initiative recommends they keep their
$THUG and other crypto tokens despite the market’s erratic swings.

Investors who lost out on exploding tokens like Pepe or on other promising crypto tokens that
crashed and burned are a target audience for our project. Its purpose is to unite people who are
interested in cryptocurrency trading so that they can celebrate their successes and commiserate
over their failures together.
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Memes referencing Thug Life have amassed a large online fanbase. More than 3,600 people have
followed the initiative on Twitter, and 1,750 have joined the Telegram group dedicated to it.
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Thug Life Price History
 

 

On June 28th, the Thug Life presale began, and within 48 hours, it had sold $100,000 worth of
$THUG tokens. The campaign successfully raised $830,000 in less than 10 days.
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This means that over 40% of the Thug Life presale has been purchased. Tokens for $THUG can be
purchased during the single presale round for $0.0007. The initial coin offering (ICO) market cap for
$THUG is equivalent to this price.

 

There will be a total of 4.2 billion $THUG coins issued for the project, with 2.94 billion reserved for
the presale. There will be a 3-month lock on the project’s funds following its debut.During the

 

Thug Life presale, there are no minimum or maximum investment amounts. Preorders for Thug Life
have been incredibly popular so far. Investors and industry watchers alike see this coin as a top
contender for 2023.

 

The essentials of the Thug Life pre-order are as follows:

It was able to raise $100,000 in 48 hours and $800,000 in 10 days.
There is just one round of the presale, and the price of $THUG is $0.0007.
The limit for the presale of Thug Life is $2,058,000.
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Thug Life Price Prediction 2023
 

 

The release of Thug Life coincides with a rising price trend in the value of meme coins.

 

Meme currency has been extremely popular over the past few months. In May, Pepe had gains of
over 10,000%, causing it to momentarily outpace Dogecoin and Shiba Inu in terms of trade volume.
SpongeBob Token, Pepe 2.0, and Arbdoge AI are just a few of the meme coins that have seen
meteoric rises in value in the wake of Pepe.

 

Investor enthusiasm for meme currencies remains high. Wall Street Memes isn’t the first meme coin
in presale that has drawn investors and a large online community.

 

Despite being only 10 days old, Thug Life has already raised over $830,000 through token sales.
More than 3,600 people now follow it on Twitter, and 1,750 people now subscribe to it on Telegram.

 

Given these considerations, Thug Life has the potential to become the next major cryptocurrency
after its introduction. After listing on exchanges, the project could experience massive trading
volume and surging demand.

 

Our data shows that by the end of 2023, the price of a single Thug Life token will have reached
$0.0025. Compared to the token’s pre-sale price of $0.0007, this is a 257% increase.
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Thug Life Price Prediction 2024
 

The value of popular meme coins tends to spike briefly, then drop for a while, and then rise again.
Dogecoin, Shiba Inu, and Pepe all fell into this category.

 

As a result, Thug Life’s share price could flatten out in 2024. Although the project will no longer be
in its infancy, it will be able to maintain a dedicated following of backers who ‘thug up’ and keep
their $THUG tokens.

 

As long as these investors keep buying, we don’t see $THUG sliding very far from its 2023 price.
Long-term investors, though, should still plan for a period in which prices decrease.

 

Our data suggests a price of $0.0015 by the year 2024. Although this is a drop of 60% from what we
estimated the price would be in 2023, it is still an increase of over 100% from the ICO price.
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Thug Life Price Prediction 2025
 

It’s possible that $THUG will enjoy a rise in 2025, sending the token to all-time highs. The people
behind the initiative could speed up the process by burning $THUG tokens. In Phase 3 of the Thug
Life roadmap, tokens will be burned, however the exact amount will be announced later.

Based on these considerations, we forecast that $THUG will trade at $0.0050 by the year 2025’s
end. That’s a whopping 615% gain for those who bought into the Thug Life pre-sale and paid the
original amount in 2022.
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Thug Life Price Prediction 2030
 

Meme coins are very volatile, and while we believe Thug Life has some of the strongest high-upside
potential among cryptocurrencies, the future is unpredictable.

 

Meme coins, however, can exceed the crypto markets thanks to the value of their communities, as
we saw with Dogecoin.
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The Thug Life cryptocurrency has been praised by a large number of prominent crypto influencers
and analysts. Clinix Crypto, a popular crypto-focused YouTube channel, recently did a piece on the
token, describing it as “special” and emphasizing how it stands out from other meme coins.

However, for the initiative to thrive in the long run, it needs to start adding utility that benefits
holders in some way. Meme coins that have been around longer, like Shiba Inu and Dogecoin, have
done this, and Thug Life has to do the same.

 

The tokenomics and future plans of Thug Life suggest that the team is committed to the project for
the long haul. If this is the case, the project’s long-term viability as a cryptocurrency will be assured
by the addition of new features and functionality.

 

Accordingly, we estimate that by 2030’s end, one Thug Life token will be worth $0.017. This
represents a 2,328% premium over the current price.

 

The project’s future is uncertain, but it could progress further. As a result, we base our forecast
primarily on the data at hand.
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How to Buy Thug Life Token？
 

Due to the current presale status of Thug Life, the only location to purchase $THUG is on its
website. Discover how to purchase Thug Life in five easy steps below.
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Step 1: Create a software wallet

 

First, construct a software wallet compatible with Ethereum. We recommend using either Trust
Wallet or Metamask. Visit the wallet provider’s website (for desktop) or search for it in the app store
for your mobile device, then download it.

 

Follow the setup instructions, ensuring that your seed phrase is stored securely.

 

 

Step 2: Fill Your Wallet

 

You can add USDT or ETH to your wallet by transferring it from a centralised exchange account or
by purchasing it with a card within the wallet application.

 

 

Step 3: Navigate to the Thug Life website

 

Select the desired quantity of $THUG on the Thug Life website, then click “Buy Now.”

 

 

Step 4: Purchase $THUG

 

Follow the on-screen instructions displayed by Metamask or Trust Wallet to link your wallet to the
website and authorize the transaction.

 

 

Step 5: Claim Your Tokens

 

At the conclusion of the presale, visit the Thug Life website to claim your tokens. You can locate



them in your wallet after claiming them by selecting “add token” on Metamask and importing the
Thug Life token’s smart contract address.
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Is Thug Life a Good Investment?
 

Some analysts predict that Thug Life will be a top cryptocurrency in 2023. Investors, traders, and
analysts all have a keen interest in the token. Furthermore, almost $830,000 was raised in the first
10 days of its presale.

 

Based on our forecasting, $THUG may bring in a profit of over 250% by year’s end. The Thug Life
presale offers an opportunity to invest in a cryptocurrency with significant growth potential, albeit
this is by no means a certainty.

 

We anticipate that Thug Life’s worth will rise steadily over time. Analyst predictions that $THUG
may yield 10x returns are consistent with this outcome. Although the long-term forecasts are fraught
with risk, there is much to admire about Thug Life from an investment perspective.
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FAQs
 

Does this mean we may expect an increase in the cost of Thug Life?

We forecast a 1,042% increase in the price of $THUG by 2023 based on the current value of Thug
Life. While there is certainly some danger involved, we have high hopes for its future because of its
community, creativity, team, and very small market cap.

 

 

In 2025, what will a price tag for a Thug Life look like?

Our Thug Life price estimate suggests potential maximums in the range of $0.014 by the year 2025’s
conclusion. If this were to happen, the price would immediately increase by 1,900%.

 

 

How much does a pre-order of Thug Life cost?

One round of the Thug Life pre-sale costs $0.007. This creates a level playing field for potential
buyers and may result in more stable token pricing once it hits exchanges.

Cryptonews’s editorial staff expresses no opinion on the subjects discussed in the business Talk
section, which offers commentary from members of the cryptocurrency business.
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Conclusion
 

Thug Life is one of the most celebrated new meme coins due to its unique design, robust community,
and low market capitalization, and it has considerable upside potential.

However, investors seeking to acquire this small-cap treasure must act swiftly, as its price may
skyrocket once it begins trading in six days.
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Where to Trade Crypto Futures?

 

Now you can trade Crypto futures on BTCC. BTCC, a cryptocurrency exchange situated in Europe,
was founded in June 2011 with the goal of making crypto trading reliable and accessible to
everyone.  BTCC is a crypto exchange offering users liquid and low-fee futures trading of both
cryptocurrencies and tokenized traditional financial instruments like stocks and commodities.
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BTCC offers exclusive bonus for new users. Sign up and deposit on BTCC to get up to 10,055
USDT in bonuses. Meet the deposit targets within 30 days after successful registration at BTCC, and
you can enjoy the bonus of the corresponding target levels.     Find out what campaigns are
available now: https://www.btcc.com/en-US/promotions

 

BTCC also has an iOS app and Android app if you prefer to trade on the go.

 

    iOS QR Code               Android QR Code 
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Why Trade Crypto Futures on BTCC
 

 

To trade crypto futures, you can choose BTCC crypto exchange.BTCC, a cryptocurrency
exchange situated in Europe, was founded in June 2011 with the goal of making crypto trading
reliable and accessible to everyone. Over 11 years of providing crypto futures trading services. 0
security incidents. Market-leading liquidity.

 

Traders may opt to trade on BTCC for a variety of reasons:

 

Secure：safe and secure operating history of 11 years. Safeguarding users’ assets with multi-
risk management through the ups and downs of many market cycles
Top Liquidity：With BTCC’s market-leading liquidity, users can place orders of any
amount—whAVAXer it’s as small as 0.01 BTC or as large as 50 BTC—instantly on our platform.
Innovative：Trade a wide variety of derivative products including perpetual futures and
tokenized USDT-margined stocks and commodities futures, which are innovative products
invented by BTCC.
Flexible：Select your desired leverage from 1x to 150x. Go long or short on your favourite
products with the leverage you want.
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How to Trade Crypto on BTCC ?
 

To trade crypto on BTCC, follow these simple steps:

 

Create an account

 

Go to the BTCC website and fill out the registration form with the necessary details. Finish the
checks to make sure you’re in line with the stock exchange’s rules.
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Deposit funds

Fund your BTCC wallet once your account has been created and verified. You can fund your BTCC
account with a number of different cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

 

 

Navigate to the crypto trading section

 

You can begin trading on the BTCC platform as soon as your account has been funded. Find the
crypto exchange rate, which is written as crypto/Bitcoin (BTC) or crypto/US Dollar (USDT)
depending on the other pairs available.s.

 

 

Choose your trading type

Both spot trading and futures trading are available through BTCC. If you want to purchase or sell
crypto tokens at the current market price, you may want to investigate spot trading. If you’d rather
trade crypto with leverage and speculate on its price movements, you can do so with crypto Futures.

 

 

 

Place your trade

After deciding which type of deal you want to make, you can enter the amount of crypto you like to
buy or sell, as well as your preferred price (if necessary). If everything checks out, go ahead and
make the deal.

 

 

Monitor and manage your trades

 

Be sure to monitor your crypto holdings on the BTCC exchange. To limit losses and protect gains,
you can use stop-loss and take-profit orders. It is also important to keep up with the latest crypto
market trends and news if you want to successfully trade this cryptocurrency.



 

 

Before becoming involved in any kind of trading, make sure you’ve done your homework. Due to the
extreme volatility of the cryptocurrency markets, it is crucial to have a well-defined trading strategy
and risk management framework in place. To successfully trade crypto on the BTCC market and take
advantage of the chances it provides, follow these procedures and keep yourself updated.
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FAQs
 

1.Is BTCC safe?

Since its inception in 2011, BTCC has made it a priority to create a secure space for all of its visitors.
Measures consist of things like a robust verification process, two-factor authentication, etc. It is
considered one of the most secure markets to buy and sell cryptocurrencies and other digital assets.

 

2.Is it possible for me to invest in BTCC?

Users are encouraged to check if the exchange delivers to their area. Investors in BTCC must be
able to deal in US dollars.

 

3.Can I Trade BTCC in the U.S?
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Yes, US-based investors can begin trading on BTCC and access the thriving crypto asset secondary
market to buy, sell, and trade cryptocurrencies.
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